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BACKGROUND


US and USSR exported
nuclear material and
technology without full
recognition of proliferation
potential



Demand for nuclear energy—
and complete fuel cycles
grew in early 1970s, along
with number of exporters



Consequences of these
policies exposed by India’s
"Peaceful Nuclear Explosion”
in 1974



Question arose: How should
exports be handled to nonNPT states?

THE LONDON CLUB BEGINS



1974: Kissinger initiated
confidential process of
establishing a new body to
regulate export to non-NPT
states



Buy-in of key exporters was
regarded as critical,
especially USSR



ACDA saw Soviet
participation as likely,
perhaps with some
accommodations



Developed a strategic
approach to gain Soviet
support

BILATERAL CONSULTATIONS
“There are no export areas
in which the Soviets have a
less restrictive policy than
we do, and the main
purposes to be pursued in
discussion with them would
be to discuss our interest in
further coordination of
supplier policies.”

Talking points for Charles Van
Doren, 1974



US and USSR held four
bilateral plenaries to discuss
coordinating export controls



They examined and revised
proposed US guidelines



US and Soviet export policies
were very similar



Past examples of cooperation
informed these meetings



Both sides agreed that US
would consult with other
parties and report to USSR

CHALLENGES
➤ US

wanted to limit
discussions to export
controls, while USSR
wanted to discuss broader
nonproliferation agenda

➤ Soviet

delegates opposed to
discussing ways to
strengthen export controls
with nuclear suppliers who
were not party to NPT, US
allies

➤ In

1975, first meetings of
the London Club were held
among 7 nuclear suppliers.

US SOVIET COOPERATION:
FULL-SCOPE SAFEGUARDS

France would not agree to fullscope safeguards as a condition
of supply
 US

played the role of broker
between USSR and other
parties (who required fullscope safeguards) and France

 USSR

considered withdrawing
but finally agreed to adopt
final guidelines without Full
Scope Safeguards in 1977

US-SOVIET COOPERATION: GERMAN EXPORTS TO BRAZIL
➤ West

Germany initiated plans to export a full
nuclear fuel cycle to Brazil in 1975

➤ US

pressured Brazil, Germany, and IAEA to
conclude a trilateral agreement to safeguard
the deal

➤ Situation

represented a “make or break”
opportunity for nascent London Club

➤ US

played a mediating role between Soviet and
German delegations on sidelines of IAEA Board
of Governors meetings

FINDINGS FOR NONPROLIFERATION COOPERATION
Lessons Learned

➤Why did

cooperation work?

➤ USSR

saw US as honest broker

➤ USSR

played “bad cop” in Group

➤ History

of productive cooperation already

➤Pressing

proliferation threats made
cooperation imperative

